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Let's remind ourselves of the story 
by reading it again or watching it 

here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xex-63PNXrc

Welcome to Literacy Week 3!

This week we are going to make a non-chronological report 
about wild things.

What is a non-chronological report?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xex-63PNXrc
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For our reports, we are going to describe the wild things as 
though they were real animals!

Week 3 - Lesson 1WALT: Plan a simple non-chronological report.

Non- chronological reports can be 
written about animals.

They hold lots of information about 
what that animal looks like, eats and 
does. 

For this we need to have lots of 
information on the animal. You almost 
need to imagine you are David 
Attenborough doing one of his wildlife 
documentaries! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05kycq0

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05kycq0
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Title

Introduction

Sub-headings

Present tense verbs - has, is, can, have, are, live

Different sentence starters.

All non-chronological reports have a: 

Try and see if you can spot where these are on this 
non-chronological report about tigers!

Week 3 - Lesson 1WALT: Plan a simple non-chronological report.
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Title

Introduction

Sub-headings

Present tense verbs - has, is, can, have, are, live

Different sentence starters.

Answers:

We will have all of these features in our 
report!

Week 3 - Lesson 1WALT: Plan a simple non-chronological report.
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This box is to 
draw a wild thing 
in!

This is our report template that we are going to use to 
publish our reports at the end of this week: 

Title

Introduction

Sub-headings

Present tense verbs - has, is, can, have, are, live

Different sentence starters.

Week 3 - Lesson 1WALT: Plan a simple non-chronological report.
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What they look like
• Long, furry body
• Sharp teeth

What they eat
• Leaves, berries, insects
• Favourite food is 

_________

What they do
• Swing from tree to tree
• Jump up and down

Today we are going to plan our report by writing down 
ideas using a mind map, split into our sub-headings.

Today's activity: write 2 more points for each box 
in your books, we will use these ideas throughout 
the week. After, on the next slide are some of 
Miss Grimstead's ideas you can add if you like.

Week 3 - Lesson 1WALT: Plan a simple non-chronological report.

Don't 
forget your 
adjectives!
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What they eat
• Meat and vegetables (omnivores)
• Leaves, berries, insects
• Love worms
• Favourite food is beetle 

sandwiches!

What they look like
• Long, furry body
• Sharp teeth
• Pointy horns
• Bright yellow 

eyes
• Long claws
• Bushy tails
• Rough scales all 

over their legs.

What they do
• Swing from tree to tree
• Jump up and down
• Dance around the fire
• Sleep during the day.

Well done! Some extra ideas you can add to your plan...

Week 3 - Lesson 1WALT: Plan a simple non-chronological report.
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Wild thing are creatures that live on a magical island far away.

Wild thing come in all shapes and sizes.

Miss Grimstead has written the introduction to our report but something doesn't 
seem right about it.

 Can you spot my error?

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using plurals -s. Week 3 - Lesson 2
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With our reports we are writing about more than one wild thing 
so we need to use plurals. 

Plurals are used when we are talking about more than 1 thing. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD1OaD4FBqM

Answers:

Wild things are creatures that live on a magical island far away.

Wild things come in all shapes and sizes.

s

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using plurals -s. Week 3 - Lesson 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD1OaD4FBqM
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What they look like

Wild things have a long, furry body and very 
sharp teeth. Most wild things have pointy 
horns and bright yellow eyes.

Introduction

Wild things  are creatures that live on a 
magical island far away. They come in all 
shapes and sizes.

Wild Things

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using plurals -s. Week 3 - Lesson 2

Now we have an introduction you can 
use, let's write the 'What they look 
like' section in our books first. Check 
your work.

In this section we are going to use 
our 'What they look like' ideas from 
our plan. I am going to use my ideas: 

Our Toolkit:
• Capital Letters
• Full Stops

• Finger Spaces
• Plurals

• Adjectives

What they look like

What they look like

• long, furry body
• sharp teeth
• pointy horns
• bright yellow 

eyes

Have I used my toolkit?
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Our Toolkit:
• Capital Letters
• Full Stops

• Finger Spaces
• Plurals

• Adjectives

What they look like

Wild things have a long, furry body and very 
sharp teeth. Most wild things have pointy 
horns and bright yellow eyes.

Introduction

Wild things  are creatures that live on a 
magical island far away. They come in all 
shapes and sizes.

Wild Things

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using plurals -s. Week 3 - Lesson 2

Have I used my toolkit?

Yes!

Answer:

In your books write your 'What they 
look like' section using your ideas from 
yesterday.

Lions and Cheetahs - 2 sentences

Hyenas - 3 sentences. 
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WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using 'and' accurately. Week 3 - Lesson 3

What is wrong with my paragraph?

What they eat
Wild things enjoy eating lots of different things. They enjoy 
eating ice cream and jelly and pasta and pizza and sometimes 
insects and they even like to eat vegetables from time to time and 
their favourite thing to eat of all time is a roast dinner with lots 
of gravy. 
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What they eat
Wild things enjoy eating lots of different things. They enjoy 
eating ice cream and jelly and pasta and pizza and sometimes 
insects and they even like to eat vegetables from time to time and 
their favourite thing to eat of all time is a roast dinner with lots 
of gravy. 

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using 'and' accurately. Week 3 - Lesson 3

What is wrong with my paragraph? Answers:

Instead...

What they eat
Wild things enjoy eating lots of different things. They enjoy 
eating ice cream and jelly. Also, they enjoy eating pasta and pizza. 
Sometimes, they eat insects and even like to eat vegetables. 
Their favourite thing to eat of all time is a roast dinner with lots 
of gravy. 

Thinking of our 'and' game, what are our 
golden rules for using 'and'?
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Golden Rules about using 'and':

- You should only 'and' once in a sentence. 

- You should never use 'and' after a full stop.  

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using 'and' accurately. Week 3 - Lesson 3

Answers:

Let's start writing our 'What they eat' 
section together. 
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What they eat
Wild things are omnivores which means they 
eat both meat and vegetables. For example, 
they enjoy eating leaves, berries and 
especially worms!

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using 'and' accurately. Week 3 - Lesson 3

What they eat
• meat and vegetables (omnivores)
• leaves, berries, insects
• love worms
• favourite food is ham and cheese 

pizza.

My ideas from my plan:
Our Toolkit:

• Capital Letters
• Full Stops

• Finger Spaces
• Use 'and' accurately

• Adjectives

Now write yours in your books using 
your ideas from your plan. I have 
highlighted what you can take from 
mine.

Lions and Cheetahs: 2 sentences

Hyenas: 3 sentences.
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WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using 'and' accurately. Week 3 - Lesson 4

Golden Rules about 'and':

- You should only 'and' once in a sentence 

- You should never use 'and' after a full stop.  

Today we are going to write the final 
part of our report 'What they do' 
and then publish once we have 
checked our work. First, let's remind 
ourselves the golden rules from 
yesterday:
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What they do
Wild things swing from tree to tree and 
often jump up and down. At night, they enjoy 
dancing around the fire. During the day, the 
wild things sleep soundly.

My ideas from my plan:
Our Toolkit:

• Capital Letters
• Full Stops

• Finger Spaces
• Use 'and' accurately

• Adjectives

Now write yours in your books using your 
ideas from your plan. I have highlighted what 
you can take from mine.

Lions and Cheetahs: 2 sentences

Hyenas: 3 sentences.

What they do
• swing from tree to tree
• jump up and down
• dance around the fire
• sleep during the day.

WALT: Write a paragraph of our report using 'and' accurately. Week 3 - Lesson 4
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Well done! Now it is time to 
publish our brilliant reports! 

1. Read through your work 
again to check you have used 
the toolkits

2. Print out the template on 
the next page (or draw it) 

3. Use your writing to fill in 
the boxes.

4. Bonus! Draw a wild thing 
(box at the top) and make up a 
funny fact for the last box! 

  

WALT: Publish our non-chronological reports. Week 3 - Lesson 4
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Today we are going to practise using question 
marks.

Follow this link for the BBC Bitesize lesson:

 

SPAG Fridays!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z7hc47h

WALT: Use question marks accurately. Week 3 - Lesson 5

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z7hc47h

